
In many countries the amount of crime is increasing. What do you think are the main causes of crime? 
How can we deal with that causes?

It is said Word say that the amount of crime is increasing and in many countries , statistics prove 
approved this theory, so . So, it has some major factors that could be researched about which include  . 
Some of these factors could binding the one’s life to crime. Society ,family and individual characteristics 
charactrestics are the areas that involved these factors.

Today the life cycle of human beings has been stimulated by scientists and all of the negative 
factors that people could be afflicted by , are recognized. In aspect of Personal characteristics like 
formative years phsychological problems could be effective. It could remarkably could be prevented in 
elementary schools or by controlling the communications with other children. Many Characteristics 
could be transfertransferred  to the next generation genetically , even those resulting in crime. 
Undermining these characteristics by environmental elements can make them fade them away.

Family has an important role in crime potential reduction. Not only are should parents be should 
careful about children’s body hygiene, but also should look after their behavior hygiene . Family, as the 
smallest most little part unit of society should do their best for promotion of culture pedagogy.

In the domain of society, governments have execution power and could control crime by 
introducing approving many corrective laws. Furthermore , they could provide the basics for people to 
live healthy in all dimensions. If governments had appropriate intervention in particular domains like 
economy economics, job creation, the welfare state, inflation control and… , they would substantially 
control crimes spectacularly.

Consequently,  a perfect pedagogy that is driven by the educational system , family and society 
not only could decrease the amount of crimes but also lead to a brilliant culture . But we should 
carry/bear in mind that crimes have been always existed in all kinds of societies and ways of confronting 
it to that is controversial.


